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June 13, 2002

Eugene D. Cohen
326 West Granada Road
Phoenix, AZ 85003

Dear Mr. Cohen,

Greetings from the Hart Fellows Program, and we hope that you*re enjoying your summer!

We continue to hear great things about Sara*s collaboration with UCIEP in Juxtlahuaca, Mexico. UCIEP is extremely pleased with her work, and has already begun to express sadness that Sara*s fellowship will be coming to an end in October. It*s evident that she*s become a true member of UCJEP*s staff, and has contributed to their work in innumerable ways.

Not only is Sara involved with UCJEP*s daily work, but she has also been collaborating with the ArtsCenter in Carrboro, NC, on its Children and Family “KidsCamp” program. Earlier this year, the ArtsCenter invited the Hart Fellows Program to be an active participant in its summer cultural exchange program for NC youths. Sara was chosen as the Hart Fellow participant for her direct work with children and communities in rural Mexico.

Through this project, campers at the ArtsCenter will be paired with Mexican youths for a pen pal/cultural exchange. Sara and the Mexican youths will begin the exchange by preparing an arts package that helps explain Mexican culture. Sara and her co-workers are working with groups of 15 children from several rural communities, with each group responsible for explaining a different theme to the NC recipients (e.g. food, holidays, school, families, language, etc.)

Once the package arrives to the ArtsCenter, the NC youths will have two weeks to examine the contents and prepare a return package for the Mexican youths. We*re excited to hear more as the exchange date approaches (mid-July for NC youths). Also, we*re checking into the possibility that the HFP obtain copies of some of the items contained within the Mexican exchange package. If we were able to do so, would you be interested in posting some of these items on the JJCF website?

As in our previous update, we have enclosed a sample of Sara*s documentary writing. One copy provides the Hart Fellows Program*s comments and feedback, and the other
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does not. We*re planning to post this piece of writing on the Hart Fellows website once it*s revised.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like further information regarding Sara*s fellowship, collaborative exchange project, or documentary writing. We look forward to being in touch in the coming months.

Kind regards,

s/

Meg Hendrickson,, Program Coordinator
Hart Fellows Program



Sara Johnson
Hart Fellows Program
UCJEP, A.C., Mexico
Documentary Writing
April 2002


“Sara! I*ve missed you!” Martha says, running outside to shake my hand, kiss my cheek. Doña Jnocencia, Martha*s mother, emerges from her kitchen with a quiet smile. “You*ve arrived,” she says, a little shyly. Around us, big mother turkeys are followed by little youngsters— youngsters that have grown notably since my last visit. It*s been two weeks since I have been to Peña Prieta, a rural town in western Oaxaca, Mexico.
We chat outside, next to the concrete wash bin used for clothes and dishes. Two large plastic trashcans stand nearby filled with precious water, one with a red plastic bowl for scooping floating on top. I comment that the turkeys have grown. Doña mo tells me that only three have died since they hatched two months ago — an excellent survival rate. They are having a lucky year. It*s still impossible to tell which will grow up to be guajalotes (male, bigger, with lots of plumage) and which will grow up to be guajalotas (female, understated gray, smaller, and therefore less lucrative). After a short but relaxed exchange, Martha and Jnocencia are ready to get back to their (seemingly endless) housework. We confirm our meeting times — 4:00 for Martha, and 10:00A.M. the following day for Inocencia.
Martha, 18 years old, is an animadora comunitaria, a volunteer that works with the children of Peña Prieta on projects focused on literacy and children*s rights. UCIEP, a small Mexican NGO, trains the volunteers, provides books and materials, and supports their work with frequent visits to the community. This afternoon, Martha and I are going to run a session about children*s rights, in preparation for a regional forum in celebration of Children*s Day (April 30).
The 13 children who show up for the session decide, through a vote, to focus their preparations for the forum on education. Peña Prieta has an elementary school with one teacher for six grades and over 30 children. Any further education has to be sought outside the community. Parents, often illiterate, have trouble giving the support the children need. We play a game to talk about problems, their causes, and possible solutions, and then we use the results of the game to write letters to Vicente Fox. Some explain to the president that their school is falling down. Others want free school supplies so that studying isn*t such an expense for their families, or more food so they can concentrate better in school. Martha writes a letter too, explaining how her spelling errors are due to the fact that she only studied until the sixth grade. At the time, her family couldn*t afford to send her to school anymore. Now, she explains, her younger sister is in middle school in a nearby town, but she can*t go back to school because she shares too many responsibilities with her mother.
At the end of the session, the children read their letters aloud, and the youngest share their drawings. Someone from the group comments what he or she likes about each letter. Martha is proud of what she has written; in moments like these, she crosses the line between facilitator and participant. Although she is closer in age to the other adult women who work with the children, the community*s perception of her is much younger, as she is not married. She is still ajovencita. During this session, I have relieved her of her usual facilitating responsibilities, and she has relaxed, played, and shared.
After finishing the session and stacking the little yellow chairs on the child-sized tables, Martha invites me to stay the night at her house. II say yes; the timing is right. I haven*t stayed with Martha and Jnocencia in awhile. I am continually grateful and amazed that in this pueblo with so many struggling families, II always have more offers of food and beds than I can accept.
[take turns, trying to be gracious to the hospitality of all, and to not be a burden on any one family. When I stay with Martha, she and her sister Maria Guadalupe give me their bed, taking over their little brother*s, who then sleeps with their mother. The chain of displacement feels overly accommodating, but I have learned that the most appropriate response is to put up a little bit of resistance, but not too much, and then be thankful.
Martha lets me into her room to put down my backpack, and she starts straightening up. On the short walk up to her house, we have continued our conversation about education and her family. I sit on the bed, covered by a velour blanket printed with a giant peacock. The blanket, along with Martha*s collection of personal photographs, brightens the potentially dreary concrete floors and concrete walls. She slips into a monologue, still straightening the room absently, talking to me, but wandering. I know from previous conversations that Martha left Peña Prieta very young, at 15, to do farm work in the U.S. with her father, older brother, and older sister. Only recently has she returned to her pueblo, alone, to join the other half of her family.
“It*s hard to have family on both sides,” she says. “When I am with my dad, I am not with my mom, and when I am with my mom, I am not with my dad. My dream was to have us all together, in the same house, but then my sister Carmen got married. Now I know that that is not possible any more. Even if my mom and dad are together, she will be gone, with her husband. I continue to hope for the rest of us, even though soon, my brother could get married, or I could get married. But I don*t want to get married right now, because I still want to help my parents. I want to be more experienced, know how to do things, have more confidence.”
“My family is in better shape now because we have this house. Before we had nothing, we lived in my aunt*s house, up on the hill. Have you seen that house? People talked about us, the wanted to know why we didn*t build our own. That*s why II went to Washington. I worked
and my dad worked and my brother worked and we saved some money and borrowed some money and built this house. It*s not done — as you can see, we still don*t have windows, and other little things, too. My dad keeps working on the other side to pay off the money we borrowed, but I know he is getting tired. He*s getting older, and he*s worked so hard all his life, that I know he must be getting tired, even though he doesn*t say it.”
“I also feel like I should help my parents more than my brother, because I am a woman and he is a man. When I get married, it will be my husband*s responsibility to build a house. But for my brother, it will be his responsibility. He needs to start now to not be in the same situation as my parents, with kids but no house. I can work and give the money to my parents and it*s not a big of a sacrifice, even if I would like to save up to build my own house. It*s not as necessary.”
“I know I should probably go back to Washington soon, work to help my family. But what I don*t like is crossing the border. It*s scary. People have died; every time I go I think about the fact that I might die. That I am playing with my life. That I might never come back here again to see my mother, my brother, my sister, my pueblo. It*s different for you — it might be scary being in a new place, but you can say to your mom, I will be home for Christmas, or in a year, or whatever, and then you can get on the airplane and go home. It might be scary, but it*s not the same. Every time I cross I remember that life is borrowed. When I make it safely, then I know that it was not my time, that God has decided to let me live longer.
            “[B]ut I am lucky. I have a mom, and a dad, that love me and love each other. Some people only have one parent. Or their parents are always fighting. That*s not how it is in my family. Even though we*re far away, we love each other. I know I should be thankful for that...”
Martha trails off. She stops straightening the room and looks me in the eye. I am still sitting on the peacock, trying to be an active listener, impressed but not surprised by Martha*s
analysis of her situation. This is one of the times when I feel like boundaries have been broken down. I have been invited to see the fear, separation, pain that migration brings to young people, families. I try to do justice to Martha*s aperture, but as always, feel that my response is
inadequate. Doing justice to Martha*s story will take more than sympathetic listening, it will take working for changes here and, perhaps more importantly, later when I have taken that
comparatively safe airplane back home.

